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Abstract

The work presented here is a M.Sc. thesis in Space Engineering and Space

Science at Lule̊a University of Technology that was conducted at NASA Ames

in California. By interpreting data collected by the Huygens probe during its

mission to the Titan equatorial regions, an hypothesis suggesting dew on Titan

is formed. To investigate this possibility a vapor-liquid equilibrium model is

constructed. The results from this model are put in an energy balance model

by Williams and the dew approach is tested. Calculations from Huygens data

and dew model results suggest that all the liquid existing at the Huygens probe’s

landing site is not evaporated, neither on a diurnal nor on an annual cycle. Dew

forming on Titan is therefore discarded as highly improbable.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The work in this thesis took place at NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain

View, CA. Our general field of interest as we arrived at Ames was that of

astrobiology. As such, this background is dedicated to inform the reader about

the NASA Ames Research Center and to scratch the surface of the field of

astrobiology.

1.1 NASA Ames Research Center

As one of ten National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) field

installations, Ames, was founded in 1939. However, it had to wait to receive

its current name until the year of the formation of NASA (1958). NASA Ames

is a versatile organization, not only working with space missions and aerospace

technology, but also a leader in astrobiology and information technology.

Current missions conducted by Ames include the LCROSS, Kepler and small

satellite missions. The LCROSS mission had the objective of attaining informa-

tion about the existence of water and other material in a permanently shadowed

crater on the Moon. This was achieved by impacting the Moon with the satel-

lite. The small satellite missions are about inexpensively, quickly and efficiently

developing and flying satellites. These satellites weigh 90-200 kg and gives

NASA the opportunity to test new technology and science in the environment

of space. The Kepler satellite is a project devoted to finding exoplanets. It is
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designed to be able to detect earth-like planets orbiting distant stars (source:

http://www.nasa.gov/).

Table 1.1: Short list of facts about NASA Ames.

Location: Silicon Valley

Annual Budget: $600 million

Research Personnel: 2,300

Capital Equipment: >$3.0 billion

Figure 1.1: NASA Ames Hangar One. Picture credited to Fredrik Persson.

1.2 Astrobiology

The field of astrobiology, which is of major interest for this thesis, is vast. It

encompasses parts of fields ranging from chemistry and biology, to geology and

astrophysics. It might be easy, in this world of specialization, to look at the

broadness of the field and grumble a bit. Trying to get to terms with the time

it would take to educate oneself to the level of an expert in each of these fields
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is truly a horrendous experience. But do not panic, though, for astrobiology is

a field where even a non-specialist can contribute to the whole. The time when

the lone genius could contribute to vastly change our knowledge of the Universe

is likely gone.

So what questions will an astrobiologist ponder? Or, in other words, what are

the objectives of astrobiology? In his book, Astrobiology; A Multidisciplinary

Approach, 2005, J.I. Lunine sums the goals of astrobiology in a list reproduced

as Table 1.2. These points can just serve as an overview of the field, but it is a

good starting point. As is seen, quite central to the field of astrobiology, as the

name might hint at, is the question of our solitude. Are we (the Earth) alone

or is there life elsewhere? Is this life alien or did it part with our ancestors after

our joint abiogenesis?

When the questions of our solitude and origin are answered, astrobiology is

over. As for now, we still lack an experimental theory of abiogenesis - mankind

have yet to manufacture life from scratch. As for our solar system? The oceans

predicted at the depths of Europa and Enceladus urge exploration. Every stone

on the Martian ground is yet to be turned and the rich chemistry in the thick

atmosphere of Titan, and its interaction with the diverse landscaping of this

moon, have yet to be mapped to satisfaction. Mapping of exoplanets is still in

its infancy, but when it becomes possible to gain insight into the composition

of the atmospheres of the large amount of planets out there, orbiting the stars

of our galaxy, this will warrant increased attention. For now, there is no end in

sight to the field of astrobiology. There is still a lot of science left to do, and

experiments to run.
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Table 1.2: A list of goals for the field of Astrobiology, as stated by Lunine

(2005). The italics is an addition, as the book was in print before Cassini-

Huygens started delivering amazing photos and data from Enceladus.

1. Understand how life arose on Earth.

2. Determine the general principles governing the organization of matter

into living systems.

3. Explore how life evolves on the molecular, organismal, and ecosystem

levels.

4. Determine how the terrestrial biosphere has co-evolved with the

Earth.

5. Establish limits for life in environments that provide analogues for

conditions of other worlds.

6. Determine what makes a planet habitable and how common those

worlds are in the universe.

7. Determine how to recognize the signature of life on other worlds be-

yond our solar system.

8. Determine whether there is (or once was) life elsewhere in our solar

system, particularly on Mars, Europe, Titan and Enceladus.

9. Determine how ecosystems respond to environmental change on

timescales relevant to human life on Earth.

10. Understand the response of terrestrial life to conditions in space or

on other planets.
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Chapter 2

Titan, an Overview

At a distance of about 1.2 million km, the second largest moon of our solar sys-

tem, Titan, circles the second largest planet, Saturn. The moon was discovered

in 1655 by dutch astronomer Christiaan Huygens and the name was taken from

Greek mythology. Titan has an orbital period of 16 days and is tidally locked to

Saturn, that is, Titan has the same side facing Saturn at all times. The moon

is known to have a thick and hazy atmosphere consisting of mainly nitrogen

(∼ 95%) and methane (∼ 5%), with traces of other gases, such as heavier hy-

drocarbons.

The surface temperature, at about 94 K, is very low compared to Earth, with

the surface consisting of water ice and clathrates (mainly methane trapped by

surrounding water molecules). The surface pressure on Titan is about 1.5×105

Pa , 1.5 times larger than that on Earth. It has a radius of 2,575 km and is

thought to contain a liquid ocean underneath the ice crust.

2.1 The Surface of Titan

The surface of Titan is varied, with mountains, dunes, fluvial features and (most

notoriously) liquid-filled lakes, Titan might be the place most similar to Earth

in our solar system. Even though a major part of the Cassini-Huygens mission

to the Saturn system is about this moon, Titan is still relatively unmapped,

with only about 20% mapped with radar (Lopes et al., 2010) and yet less of
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Figure 2.1: A map of Titan. This map is a projection of all available Radar

Swaths (at time of writing/downloading of image) on a map of relative bright-

ness of Titan at 938 nm. This map was taken from http://pirlwww.lpl.

arizona.edu/~perry/RADAR/.

the surface is mapped with elevation data (which stands at 1.3%; Lorenz et al.,

2011). In the beginning of 2005, the Huygens probe landed on Titan, shattering

any hopes of finding the methane ocean predicted as a result of Voyager data

(by e.g. Sagan and Dermott, 1982). Images from the descent of Huygens can

be seen in Figure 2.2.

2.1.1 Mountains of Titan

Identified by Radebaugh et al. (2007) as units with increased elevation and

slopes, the mountains of Titan are presumed to be made of ice, which acts as

a silicate at the low temperatures of Titan. These mountains might have been

formed through crustal compression, secondary ejecta of blocks or a preexist-

ing layer being stripped away. Regardless of the scenario of these mountains’

formation, each mountain is subsequently subjected to erosion. The average

height of the mapped mountains of Titan is about 900 meters and the highest

peak is around 1900 meters (Radebaugh et al., 2007). The rate of erosion can

be used as an indicator of the age and if earth-like erosional rates are assumed,

the highest mountains should be 20-100 million years old (Radebaugh et al.,

2007).
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2.1.2 Dunes of Titan

The dunes of Titan can be up to 150 meters high. They are between 1-2 kilome-

ters wide, are separated by between 1-4 kilometers and can stretch farther than

Figure 2.2: The view of Huygens, in various directions, as it descended towards

the surface of Titan on January 14, 2005. This picture was found at www.esa.

int/esaMI/Cassini-Huygens/
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Figure 2.3: Radar image of the terrain of Titan taken during the T3 pass of

Titan by Cassini in February 2005. The mountains form a ring-like structure in

the middle of the figure. T3 RADAR SAR Swath taken from http://pirlwww.

lpl.arizona.edu/~perry/RADAR/.

100 km (Radebaugh et al., 2008). The vast majority of dunes are found near

the equatorial region (< 30° both north and south; Radebaugh et al., 2008) but

occasional observations have been made at higher latitudes (< 1% of the total

dune area is at 30°N − 60°N, the rest is at 30°S − 30°N according to Lopes et

al., 2010).

The implication of the dunes on Titan is diverse. The dune-direction, as well as

erosional debris visible next to what is identified as elevated terrain, indicates

eastern winds. Also visible are local variations in direction, indicative of sea-

sonal variations and/or topographic hindrance, such as mountains (Figure 2.4;

Radebaugh et al., 2007). The dunes also implicate that there need to be am-

ple supply of the sand (small particles) that makes up the dune, which means

that erosion and other sedimentary processes take place to a sufficient extent

on Titan (Radebaugh et al., 2008). This sand should be 100–300 µm in size

and seems to be comprised of a mixture of mostly organics and some water ice
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Figure 2.4: Dunes of Titan found in the T21 pass by Cassini of Titan in

December 2006. The dunes are clearly changing directions around the dif-

ferent (elevated), light terrain. T21 RADAR SAR Swath found at http:

//pirlwww.lpl.arizona.edu/~perry/RADAR/.

(Soderblom et al., 2007). The dunes are estimated to contain 2 − 8 × 105 km3

of hydrocarbons (Lorenz et al., 2008).

2.1.3 Lakes of Titan

A mix of liquid methane, ethane and nitrogen is thermodynamically stable in

the environment on Titan, and when Cassini discovered radar dark spots across

the northern hemisphere of Titan, these spots were widely accepted as lakes

(Stofan et al., 2007). An analogy to this radar darkness is the optical darkness

of water oceans/lakes on Earth, where sometimes even after just a few meters

of depth, there is complete darkness and no returning optical information. The

observed lakes on Titan are located around the poles (above 60°N and below

60°S) with a south:north distribution of around 1 : 11 (Lopes et al., 2010).

Another analogy is used by Lorenz et al. (2008), which states that the depth of
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Figure 2.5: A lake on the northern hemisphere of Titan. The picture was taken

in the T29 pass of Titan by Cassini in April 2007. Visible to the left of the

dark, central shape (the lake) is a branched channel that seems to connect

with the dark feature in the lower left. T29 RADAR SAR Swath found at

http://pirlwww.lpl.arizona.edu/~perry/RADAR/.

the lakes of Titan approximates the formulation d =
√

A
106 of Earth, where the

area of a lake is A, and d is the depth of that lake in meters. Hence an estimate

of the depth of the lakes become possible. The area of the lakes vary quite a

bit, with a median size of 100 km2 and the largest lakes around 80,000 km2.

The median depth should thus be around 10 meters for the lakes of Titan, with

the largest lakes being around 300 meters deep. A conservative estimated mean

depth of 20 meters can be induced if the difference in darkness of the lakes are

accounted for. The total amount of liquids in the lakes of Titan can thus be

estimated as 3 × 104 − 3 × 105 km3 (Lorenz et al., 2008).

2.1.4 Evidence of Liquid Activity on Titan

One evidence on the surface that there are liquids in meteorological systems

on Titan is that there are also fluvial features. These remains of rivers tell us

it must have been raining at some point in the history of Titan. Since there
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are observations of cloud formation (e.g., Brown et al., 2002) and because ther-

modynamical calculations show that rain and hail can reach the surface (e.g.,

Graves et al., 2008), these features might be produced continuously.

Figure 2.6: Some river features on Titan. Taken at the T13 pass of April 2006.

It is clearly visible how the river networks join up at the lower half of the figure,

which is a typical behavior of rivers. T13 RADAR SAR Swath was found at

http://pirlwww.lpl.arizona.edu/~perry/RADAR/.

Another evidence of liquid activity might be the landing-site of Huygens. The

ground where Huygens landed is most possibly damp (Lorenz et al., 2006). The

landing of Huygens was a soft splat, and the inlet of the Gas Chromatograph

Mass Spectrometer (GCMS), which was likely embedded in the ground, mea-

sured a change in mass of gaseous methane, probably caused by the heat of the

GCMS evaporating methane from the ground (Lorenz et al., 2006).

Yet a third evidence for activity of liquids (or at least the presence of such, some

time ago) is the remains of lake-shaped features spread all over Titan, and not

as the radar dark lakes, which are taken to contain liquids, that can only be

found near the poles (Moore and Howard, 2010). These non-dark lakes, once

thought of as cryovolcanic flows, are distributed in such a way that Titan should
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have had substantial amounts of liquid even in its equatorial region.

Figure 2.7: Equatorial dry lakes of Titan. Arrows indicate general direction of

the downstream (Moore and Howard, 2010).

2.2 The Atmosphere of Titan

Titan has a thick atmosphere and cloud formation taking place, making it an

interesting object to observe from an astrobiological point of view. Large storms

are also known to occur on occasion, possibly producing large amounts of pre-

cipitation.

2.2.1 Haze

A haze was first indicated to exist on Titan when a very low UV albedo was

observed from the Saturn moon. This observation was evidence that absorption
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of the UV radiation was taking place in the atmosphere, possibly due to a haze

(Brown et al., 2009). The haze is derived from the photochemical reactions

occurring in the atmosphere and over time a haze of hydrogen, carbon and ni-

trogen compounds is produced.

Figure 2.8: The atmosphere of Titan with an upper cloud consisting mostly of

solid methane and a lower cloud consisting of a binary liquid of methane and

nitrogen. The general structure displayed here might be representative of half

of Titan that experiences slow large-scale updraft (Tokano et al., 2006)

When the Voyager mission passed by Titan, the optically thick and red haze was

found, which made it difficult to attain images of the surface. Titan had varia-

tions in color accounted at the time to variations in haze density, particle size

and/or composition. To determine the vertical haze distribution, microphysical

models were constructed, which indicated that no haze would exist below about

70 km height from the surface (Brown et al., 2009).

In Tokano et al. (2006), a different possibility is described. Because of methane’s

freezing point of 90.6 K, Tokano et al. (2006) discusses that a mixture of ni-

trogen dissolved into methane can be stable in the atmosphere up to about 15
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km altitude. The increased methane count rate observed at 16 km supports

this theory. As seen in Figure 2.8 one cloud of a nitrogen-methane mixture is

thought to exist below 16 km and a few kilometers higher up a methane ice

cloud might exist.

Tomasko et al. (2005) analyzed measurements from the Huygens probe. They

found that during flight the Downward-Looking Infrared Spectrometer (DLIS)

observed an increase of average brightness by a factor of 2 from the surface to

30 km altitude at 830 nm wavelength. The average brightness found by the

Huygens probe can be found in Figure 2.9. An increase in intensity at 830 nm

is almost exclusively because of scattering by haze between 30 km altitude and

the surface (Tomasko et al., 2005). This shows that a measurable haze opacity

exists all the way down to the surface.

Figure 2.9: Average intensity looking downward averaged over azimuth and

over length of the slit (10◦ to 50◦ nadir angle) as a function of wavelength

for a number of heights. Increase of intensity with height at 830 nm is almost

exclusively because of haze scattering between 30 km and the surface. (Tomasko

et al., 2005).
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2.2.2 Cloud Formation

There is primarily two kinds of cloud systems appearing on Titan. The first one

is thought to be a convective, tropospheric cloud system consisting of primarily

methane. The second is a stratiform system composed of ethane but also other

trace organics such as hydrocarbon and nitrile ices. Atmospheric up-welling

is believed to produce the tropospheric clouds, while a more intricate process

involving photochemistry and atmospheric downwelling that bring photochem-

ical byproducts down near the colder tropopause causes the stratiform clouds.

These stratiform clouds consist mainly of ethane, and a ∼5400 km stratiform

cloud has been observed near the north pole (Griffith et al., 2009).

During the years only a few ground-based observations of clouds on Titan have

been made. Most of the cloud systems are found at high latitudes and espe-

cially on the southern hemisphere. In 2008, clouds were spotted as close to the

equator as 12◦S latitude. This cloud system was visible for several days and

instigated more cloud activity on the southern hemisphere. It is believed that

cloud systems like this one are connected to heavy precipitation (Schaller et al.,

2009).

Figure 2.10: Cassini ISS surface maps showing the distribution of clouds on

Titan as observed in April and May of 2008. The rings show the region where

the clouds appeared and the colors of the rings represents the point in time

when the clouds where observed (Shaller et al., 2009).
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2.2.3 Drizzle

The methane cycle on Titan is very interesting to scientists. A key to un-

derstanding what the methane cycle looks like is understanding if drizzle is a

recurring feature on Titan, perhaps on a diurnal cycle or if it may not occur

at all. Due to the vertical methane mixing ratio measured during the decent

of the Huygens probe, drizzle on a global scale has been proposed by Tokano

et al. (2006). The drizzle is believed to originate from a tropospheric liquid

methane-nitrogen cloud, and if this is the case drizzle on a global scale will have

large effects on the geology of Titan.

Regions with increased atmospheric opacity was found in the morning at equa-

torial regions, and this was interpreted as drizzle caused by a temperature drop

during the night (Adamkovics et al., 2007). However, this work has been dis-

puted by another study, stating that the morning drizzle thought to be observed

was not spectroscopically verifiable (Kim et al., 2008).

The methane mole fraction in the atmosphere stays constant for the 6 km closest

to the surface (Niemann et al., 2010). The vertical profile of methane in Titan’s

atmosphere can be seen in Figure 2.11. An interpretation of this observation

is that a slow drizzle occurs at these altitudes. The amount of precipitation

reaching the surface at the Huygens landing site is thought to be in the region

of 50 mm/yr (Tokano et al., 2006).

2.2.4 The Methane Cycle

The methane in Titan’s atmosphere is critical for maintaining the current at-

mospheric conditions. Without methane the nitrogen in the atmosphere would

condense and the atmosphere would collapse (Lorenz et al. 1997, 1999; Brown

et al., 2009). It seems like methane acts in a similar way in Titan’s atmosphere

as water does in the Earth’s atmosphere. Clouds have been detected occasion-

ally, lakes are indicated to exist near the poles and fluvial features have been

spotted by Cassini observations, suggesting precipitation might be occurring pe-

riodically. All of this is compelling evidence for a cyclic behavior of the methane
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Figure 2.11: The vertical profile of the methane mole fraction obtained by the

Huygens probe during its descent through the Titan atmosphere (Niemann et

al., 2010).

in Titan’s atmosphere (Lunine et al., 2008).

Methane is constantly destroyed in the stratosphere by photochemical reactions,

turning methane into ethane and other hydrocarbons, while hydrogen is removed

from the atmosphere. If the atmosphere is stable, this methane/hydrogen loss

must be counter-acted by methane being resupplied from a source. Water-rock

reactions in the interior of Titan might produce the methane needed (Atreya

et al., 2006). The methane produced can then be stored as a clathrate-hydrate

on the surface of Titan. Lakes on Titan are believed to only produce about 1%

of the methane needed to balance the loss of methane through photochemistry

(Brown et al., 2009). Therefore another source to replenish the hydrogen might

be necessary. The loss of methane in the atmosphere is seen in Figure 2.12.

Another possibility is that cryovolcanic outbursts acts as a supplier of methane

from the interior of Titan. It is the observation of radiogenic argon (40Ar) by
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Figure 2.12: An illustration representing the fate of methane on Titan. Starting

with the photochemical destruction in the atmosphere and ending up in the

interior of Titan (Atreya et al., 2006).

the Huygens GCMS instrument (Niemann et al., 2005) and the Cassini Orbiter

Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (Waite et al., 2005) that fueled this theory.

The isotope 40Ar decays from 40K, which has a half-life of 1.3 billion years.

Since potassium is thought to have existed in the rocks at the core of Titan

when it was formed, the half life of 40K indicates that the conversion to 40Ar

happened at the center of Titan several billion years ago (Aterya et al., 2006).

What we are currently seeing on Titan might be the end of a long drought, and

all of Titan’s liquid might soon be gone. Titan might have dried up and gotten

resupplied by some process several times over geological time. However, it is

not likely that all of Titan’s liquid would disappear at one point in time and

then be resupplied at another time, considering the amount of liquid at play

(Brown et al., 2009).
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Chapter 3

Theory

3.1 Dew on Titan

There are lakes at high latitudes on Titan. These are thought to consist of a

mixture of methane and nitrogen, with contributions by other hydrocarbons like

ethane or benzene. It is assumed that the whole atmosphere is in saturation

equilibrium with the lakes, in order to describe the coupled ocean-atmosphere

system on a planetary scale. This assumption might be true right above the

surface of the lakes, but as is known from data on Earth, this assumption is not

realistic on a planetary scale due to the fact that winds and precipitation con-

stantly change the conditions. Because of the lack of data on the atmospheric

processes on Titan it is reasonable and necessary to assume the whole atmo-

sphere to be at saturation in order to make reasonably accurate calculations on

the coupled surface-atmosphere system.

In this report it is assumed that transport processes occur constantly from the

saturated lake regions mainly in the north to the equatorial regions. Enough

so, to keep the equatorial regions at, or very close to saturation. As the equa-

torial regions are dry desert regions this assumption is necessary to maintain

the surface-atmosphere saturation equilibrium at the Huygens landing site. The

temperature at the Huygens landing site was measured by the probe to be 93.7

K (Fulchignoni et al., 2005) and the temperatures at the poles are known to be

2-3 K lower than at the equator. This temperature difference can be the driver
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of the transport of air from the poles to the equatorial regions.

The surface-atmosphere saturation equilibrium at the equatorial regions al-

lows the possibility of a diurnal dew cycle to exist. As the temperature drops

overnight, the close to 100% relative humidity gas mixture in the atmosphere

condenses to form a dew on the ground that stays on the surface until it evapo-

rates sometime in the afternoon the next day. This process is then repeated on

a diurnal cycle.

It is possible that another source is wetting the Huygens landing site, perhaps

by diffusion from an underground source. That possibility will, however, not be

discussed in this work. As for precipitation, few clouds have been observed at

equatorial latitudes. Drizzle might, however, occur from low opacity clouds.

3.2 Upper Atmosphere Photochemistry

There are two photochemical processes taking place in the atmosphere. Both

of them result in the destruction of methane to produce ethane and hydrogen.

About one third of the methane destruction occurs above 600 km through UV

photolysis. The rest is destroyed in the lower atmosphere through catalytic

destruction by acetylene. The photochemical lifetime of CH4 is thought to be in

the region of 10-100 million years (Brown et al., 2009). The processes are given

in Figure 3.1. Newer photochemical models, however, show that ethane, after

Figure 3.1: The two main ways that methane is photochemically turned into

ethane in the atmosphere of Titan (Brown et al., 2009).

all, might not be the final product. Ethane can produce heavier hydrocarbons

and benzene has been detected in the atmosphere and might be a significant
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product of ethane’s continued reactions (Brown et al., 2009). This affects the

early predictions of widespread ethane oceans and the finding of no oceans on

Titan can now be explained over geological time.

3.3 Thermodynamics

Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium

In reality vapor and liquid in a system can never be in complete equilibrium.

However, if conditions affecting the system stay the same for a long enough

period of time the amount of evaporating liquid and condensing vapor will equal

each other and an equilibrium between the two is achieved.

Raoult’s Law

The relationship between the liquid mole fraction, X, and the vapor phase mole

fraction, Y, can be found at equilibrium using Raoult’s law. At equilibrium

Raoult’s law states that for an ideal gas the partial pressure of a component A

above a liquid mixture, PA, will be the vapor pressure of the pure component,

P ∗
A, multiplied by the fraction of molecules in the liquid of component A. This

last factor is called the liquid mole fraction, XA. P ∗
A is also known as the

saturation vapor pressure, the pressure at which a liquid is in equilibrium with

its surrounding vapor. A temperature rise at equilibrium will result in the

vaporization of the liquid, while conversely a decrease of temperature will cause

the surrounding vapor to condense into liquid:

PA = P ∗
A ·XA. (3.1)

For another component in the mixture, B, it is similarly found that

PB = P ∗
B ·XB . (3.2)

By adding these partial pressures and more, if the mixture consists of additional

components, the total pressure, Ptot, is found for the atmosphere at equilibrium

Ptot =
∑

PiXi, (3.3)

where i refers to a component in the mixture.
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Chapter 4

Models

4.1 Equilibrium Model

Through thermodynamics and solution theory a model was constructed to give

an idea of what a non-ideal vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) state would look

like on Titan. The distribution of the liquid mole fractions in the liquid is of

most interest. Methods developed by Graves et al. (2008), Thompson (1985)

and McKay et al. (1993) were used for attaining an equilibrium model for a

ternary (three-part) liquid on Titan. The model gives a self-consistent solution

to the VLE on Titan and an indication of in what region one should expect the

liquid mole fractions to lie. The runs are conducted over a wide temperature

range focused around the surface temperature of Titan. Liquid mole fractions

produced from this equilibrium model will then be used in an energy balance

model. The liquid mole fractions work as a good approximation of the starting

points for constituents in a stable ternary liquid on the surface of Titan. This

will help minimize the computation time until the Dew model presented in sec-

tion 4.2 equilibrium is reached. The liquid mole fractions are also needed for

attaining the mass of the liquid on the surface at the Huygens landing site.

Understanding the distribution of the different constituents in the ternary liquid

is critical for gaining an accurate picture of how the liquid acts in the methane

cycle and how the methane cycle works in general. Graves et al. (2008) suggests

that 50% ethane relative humidity is needed to keep the N2-CH4-C2H6 liquid
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stable at Titan’s surface temperature.

The vapor pressure of ethane is according to Lorenz et al. (1999) negligible at

the temperatures near the surface of Titan. This means that ethane will have

negligible effect on the divergence from ideality, where the interactions between

each constituent are the same, for the liquid and therefore ethane’s activity

coefficient will be put to 1. The activity coefficient represents this deviation

from ideality and the activity coefficients for methane and nitrogen are calcu-

lated with formulas described by Thompson et al. (1985). To find the liquid

mole fractions an iterative approach is used, iterating until self-consistency is

achieved.

The saturation vapor pressure of the ternary liquid components in Titans at-

mosphere are given in Graves et al. (2008):

Psat,N2
= (1 × 105) · 103.95−306/T (4.1a)

Psat,CH4
= (3.4543 × 109) · e−1145.705/T (4.1b)

Psat,C2H6
= (1.33322 × 102) · 105.9366−1086.17/T+3.83464·log10(1000/T ), (4.1c)

where Psat,i is the saturation vapor pressure of each constituent i and T is the

surface temperature at equatorial regions on Titan.

The atmospheric mole fraction of nitrogen, methane and ethane at the Titan

surface is found in Niemann et al. (2010), where the result from the Huygens

lander’s different instruments have been thoroughly inspected and calibrated.

The methane mole fraction was directly measured to (5.65 ± 0.18) × 10−2 near

the surface (6.7 km from the surface). According to Figure 6.1 the ethane mole

fraction is about (2.0±1.0)×10−5 right before impacting the ground. No value

for the nitrogen mole fraction is given in Niemann et al. (2010), so it is taken to

be the rest of the atmospheric composition. The mole fractions are then used to

find the atmospheric partial pressure. Total atmospheric pressure at the surface

of Titan is 1.46 × 105 Pa, so simply by multiplying the mole fractions with

1.46 × 105 we get the partial pressure of each constituent in Pa. The pressure
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hence becomes:

PN2 = (0.9435 · 1.46) × 105 Pa = 137, 751 Pa (4.2a)

PCH4
= (0.0565 · 1.46) × 105 Pa = 8249 Pa (4.2b)

PC2H6 = ((2 × 10−5) · 1.46) × 105 Pa = 2.92 Pa. (4.2c)

The relative humidity in the atmosphere is calculated through

RHi = Pi/Psat,i, (4.3)

where Pi is the atmospheric partial pressure of one of the three constituents

methane, ethane or nitrogen and Psat,i is the saturation vapor pressure in the

atmosphere for either of the constituents.

Using Raoult’s law for the non-ideal case we need to infer an activity coefficient

to account for deviations from ideality in the behavior of the constituents. The

vapor pressure of i in the atmosphere is the product of the saturation vapor

pressure of i, the liquid mole fraction of i and the activity coefficient for i.

Patm,i = Psat,i · γi ·Xi, (4.4)

where Psat,i is the saturation vapor pressure, Xi is the liquid mole fraction of i

and γi is the activity coefficient of i.

Equation 4.4 can then be solved for Xi to get the liquid mole fraction of i

Xi =
Patm,i
γi · Psat,i

. (4.5)

Since
Patm,i

Psat,i
can be replaced by the relative humidity of i, RHi, Equation 4.5

can also be written as

Xi =
RHi

γi
. (4.6)

The partial pressures of nitrogen and methane are significantly larger than the

partial pressure of ethane and will therefore have more effect on the evolution

of the liquid. Methane and nitrogen liquid mole fractions will therefore be

calculated and ethane will be adjusted to the other two constituents as follows:
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XCH4
=
RHCH4

γCH4

(4.7a)

XN2
=
RHN2

γN2

(4.7b)

XC2H6 = 1 −XCH4 −XN2 . (4.7c)

To find the activity coefficients a method developed by Thompson (1985) and

also described in McKay et al. (1993) is utilized. In accordance with McKay

et al. (1993) a combination of binary and ternary coefficients from Table 4.1 is

used. The reason for this is the increased accuracy achieved compared to using

only the ternary coefficients:

ln γi =
1

T

∑
αijX

mij

j . (4.8)

In Equation 4.8 i and j are the different spieces and α and m are the values of

Figure 4.1: Parameters used for finding activity coefficients (McKay et al., 1993).

parameters found through matching to experimental results. Figure 4.1 shows

i, j and the corresponding values for m and α. Equation 4.8 can be rewritten

as:

γi = e
1
T

∑
αijX

mij
j . (4.9)
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Equations 4.7a-c and 4.9 are combined and put together into an iterative model

to find the self-consistent solution when the system is at equilibrium at a certain

temperature. The most interesting temperature range is the one close to the

surface temperature of Titan equatorial regions at 93.7 K.

4.2 Titan Dew Model

One of the main purposes for the equilibrium model described in the previous

section was to find the liquid mole fractions at an equilibrium state on Titan.

The results acquired from the equilibrium model at 93.7 K was then put into

a, not yet published, energy balance model produced by Williams, along with

the liquid mass calculated in chapter 6. This model looked at dew formation on

Titan represented by condensation and evaporation of a liquid at the surface.

A more in-depth description of the energy balance model follows below.

The Titan dew model is a one-dimensional (columnar) model computed for a

specific latitude on Titan. The model computes the dew (condensed liquid on

the soil surface) mass and energy balance as a function of time. The energy

balance at the surface (hereafter taken to be over an area of 1 m2) is given by

∂U

∂t
= −k∂T

∂z

∣∣∣∣
bottom

+ (1 −A)S + LW + SH − L
∂M

∂t
, (4.10)

where U is the energy of the surface layer, t is time, T is temperature, M is

mass, A is surface albedo, S the incoming shortwave solar radiation, LW is

the longwave (IR) balance and SH is sensible heat. The terms are described in

greater detail below.

The heat conduction term (into the subsurface) is given by:

−k∂T
∂z

∣∣∣∣
bottom

, (4.11)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the soil and z is depth. In the Dew

model the material properties recommended in Choukron et al. (2010) were

used, where the surface is composed of a clathrate hydrate with a thermal

conductivity of 0.4 Wm−1K−1 and a density of 935 kgm−3. The specific heat

capacity of the surface material was chosen to be 836 Jkg−1K−1. Values were
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also used for a rocky surface material as suggested in Tokano (2005), where

k = 3.5 Wm−1k−1, the density was 1500 kgm−3 and Cp was 1400 Jkg−1K−1.

The conduction model used 100 layers, with each layer 2 cm thick. The bottom

layer included the geothermal heat flux term as well, here taken to be 0.005

Wm−2 in accordance with Lorenz (2002).

The incoming solar term, S, was computed for a given latitude on Titan over the

course of the Titan year, for 60-second intervals. At the surface S was scaled to

be 10% of the top of atmosphere (TOA) insulation, as recommended by McKay,

in order to account for the optically thick Titan atmosphere. For similar reasons

the downwelling (incoming) longwave (IR) radiation was chosen to be 113% of

the TOA radiation. The outgoing LW component was computed as εσT 4, where

the surface emissivity was taken to be 0.9, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

and T is the surface temperature. The sensible heat was computed by the

expression from Mitri et al. (2007):

SH = −ρCpKh(Tsfc − Tair)u, (4.12)

where ρ is the density of Titan air (∼ 5 kgm−3), Cp is the specific heat capacity

of Titan air (N2) taken to be 1044 Jkg−1K−1. The bulk heat transfer coefficient

was taken to be 0.0013 and wind speed u as 1.0 ms−1 as done in Mitri et al.

(2007). The latent heat term L∂M∂t was computed separately for N2, CH4 and

C2H6, where the mass time-derivative was computed (as done by Mitri et al.

2007 for CH4) as

∂M

∂t
= −ρKhu(q∗ − q)A. (4.13)

Here A is an area correction factor (in this case, 10% of the available surface

area, assuming most of the surface has pebbles and that only small amounts

of liquid are available between the pebbles). The specific humidities q∗ and q

are computed using non-ideal corrections (see Mitri et al. (2007), Lorenz et

al. (1999)). The surface mass amount was chosen to be consistent with the

amount seen by the surface probe in Niemann et al. (2010) (∼1 kgm−3), and

the atmospheric mass amount was a rough estimate of 10 m of atmosphere

above the surface (50 kgm−2). The model was initialized by running, for a

given amount of surface mass and atmospheric mass, for anywhere between 1
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and 4 Titan years in order to equilibrate the subsurface temperature and the

surface-atmosphere mass balance. In practice, however, the model equilibrated

rapidly and 1 year of ”spinup” was more than sufficient, given the slight seasonal

temperature variation (∼ 0.5 K at 10.3◦S latitude). The surface and atmospheric

mass inventory was tracked diurnally and seasonally for the modeled location

(Williams, 2010).
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Chapter 5

Results

In this chapter the results produced by the equilibrium model described pre-

viously will be presented. The model rests on the work of Thompson (1985)

for producing activity coefficients for a ternary liquid consisting of nitrogen,

methane and ethane. A constriction of the activity coefficient for nitrogen, γN2
,

was also applied for one of the runs, with the more conservative γN2
= 1.3. This

was made for a reference, as γN2
for the first run seemed large. A comment of

the results attained by the Titan dew model will also be given.

5.1 Equilibrium Model Results

Activity Coefficents

Starting with the activity coefficients produced by the equilibrium model it can

be observed in Figure 5.1 that, because of reasons described earlier, γC2H6
is

set to 1, the two activity coefficients that vary are γN2
and γCH4

. When the

nitrogen activity coefficient is not held constant at 1.3 it has a tendency to

increase as the temperature increases. It starts from a value of about 1.4 at

90 K and rise to almost 3.6 at the Titan surface temperature of 93.7 K and

continue to rise as the temperature increases. With a γN2
of 1.3 the curve for

methane has a similar shape and similar values as in the ”free” γN2-case and

the activity coefficients for nitrogen and ethane are constant.
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Figure 5.1: The activity coefficients (factors used to account for deviations from

ideal behavior) for each constituent in the ternary liquid on Titan plotted vs

temperature, resulting from the equilibrium model.

Relative Humidity

In Figure 5.2 the relative humidity results from the equilibrium model is pre-

sented. The relative humidity of ethane seems to be quite high at lower tem-

peratures and is supersaturated at the surface temperature of Titan. No mea-

surements of the relative humidity of ethane has been made, but Graves et al.

(2008) propose that a relative humidity of at least 50% is needed for ethane

to stabilize the ternary N2-CH4-C2H6 liquid at the surface. The methane and

nitrogen relative humidities in Figure 5.2 seems to coincide very well with the

surface relative humidities calculated in Graves et al. (2008).

Liquid Mole Fractions

Two different runs were made with the equilibrium model, one with no con-

straint on γN2 and one with γN2 held at 1.3. The liquid mole fractions for each

of the runs are plotted vs time in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give
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each of the constituent’s liquid mole fractions for a few temperatures in the

region of the surface temperature of Titan.

The liquid mole fractions displayed in Figure 5.3 are similar to those produced

by Graves et al. (2008) when the ethane relative humidity was put to 50%.

Graves et al. (2008) found that XCH4
and XC2H6

should be 40% each, while

XN2
should be 20% at the surface of Titan. In the equilibrium model run where

γN2 was held at 1.3 it can be seen in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2 that the result,

interestingly, is almost identical to the values proposed by Graves et al. (2008)

for a stable liquid drop at the surface.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 indicate the sensitivity of the liquid composition on Titan

with regards to temperature. A temperature change of 2 K from 93 K to 95 K

results in a methane decrease in the ternary liquid of 20-30%, meaning a small

change of temperature will drastically change the composition and attributes of

the ternary liquid on Titan.

Table 5.1: Mole fractions of the constituents of the ternary liquid on Titan for a

range of different temperatures at and near the measured surface temperature

of 93.7 K.

Temperature 93 K 93.7 K 95 K

Nitrogen mole fraction 0.09668 0.08008 0.05986

Methane mole fraction 0.47129 0.41538 0.33048

Ethane mole fraction 0.43203 0.50454 0.60966

5.2 Titan Dew Model Results

The Titan dew model uses the initial surface liquid mass and liquid mole frac-

tions calculated in the next chapter. On the day the Huygens probe landed on

Titan, there was a total heat gain to the surface of 52.0751 Wm2, and a total

heat loss from the surface of 52.0715 Wm2. This means there was a net gain

of 0.0036 Wm2 and vapor is therefore condensing onto the surface over a day.
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Annually, a small latent heat gain was also observed, so Titan’s surface seems

to accumulate liquid over time.

Table 5.2: Mole fractions of the constituents of the ternary liquid on Titan for a

range of different temperatures at and near the measured surface temperature

of 93.7 K, γN2
held at 1.3.

Temperature 93 K 93.7 K 95 K

Nitrogen mole fraction 0.23199 0.21923 0.19779

Methane mole fraction 0.46234 0.41644 0.34218

Ethane mole fraction 0.30567 0.36433 0.46003

Figure 5.2: Relative humidity on Titan for the N2-CH4-C2H6 ternary liquid at

temperatures of 90-100 K, as computed in the equilibrium model.
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Figure 5.3: The result from the equilibrium model for the liquid mole fractions

of the ternary liquid vs temperature.
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Figure 5.4: The liquid mole fractions vs temperature from the equilibrium

model, with the activity coefficient γN2
held constant at 1.3.
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Chapter 6

Huygens Landing and

Implications

After landing on the surface of Titan the Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrom-

eter (GCMS) continued to operate while its inlet was sticking into the ground,

being continuously heated. This made detection of volatile surface substances

possible. Elevated levels of several substances were observed. Most notable for

this work is the increase of ethane and methane compared to the normal atmo-

spheric amount near the surface. Other compounds detected included carbon

dioxide (CO2), cyanogen (C2N2), benzene (C6H6), and more. The detection of

increased levels of ethane and methane implies that these compounds existed on

the surface in liquid form and evaporated because of the much warmer GCMS

inlet compared to the ground of Titan. A completely rigid conclusion on what

happened during and after the landing is not possible, but the scenario described

above seems likely, given the information known (Lorenz et al., 2006).

Another piece of evidence indicating a liquid-mixed ground comes from the ac-

celerometers. The impact profile observed by the accelerometers can be seen

in Figure 6.2 and indicate a soft impact. The accelerometers on the probe in-

dicated a descent speed of ∼ 5 m/s. From the impact trail in Figure 6.2 one

can see that it was not an impact into something hard or immovable. Neither

does the profile indicate the typical bobbing motion that would have occurred
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if the probe landed in a liquid. Instead a slight negative force is put on the

probe postimpact, pushing it towards zero net force, implying that the impact

was somewhere in between the two extreme impact scenarios.

In Lorenz et al. (2006) a model for the temperature behavior of the probe is

set up. Focusing on the inlet, it is found that an effective heat sink is required,

in order to explain the modeled behavior of the inlet temperature. It is also

concluded that a dry sand of methane clathrates or ice, or free convection where

the inlet is subjected to air flow, cannot have been the surface material encoun-

tered after landing. The explanation most consistent with the modeled data for

the thermal behavior after landing seems to be a sand or clay made of water

ice, clathrate or organics, mixed with a hydrocarbon liquid, together forming

a damp ground. Further, it is concluded that the inlet must have come into

contact with a liquid postimpact.

Calculating the latent heat needed to evaporate a certain amount of the ternary

surface liquid requires assumptions to be made. A combination of thermody-

namics and data from the Huygens probe, pre- and postimpact are used as a

basis for the calculations.

It is assumed that as the Huygens probe descended through the Titan atmo-

sphere and hit the ground with a soft impact, a sand made of ice and clathrates

in mixture with a N2-CH4-C2H6 liquid was the surface material the probe en-

countered. As the probe sat on the ground it continued transmitting data for

over 90 min after surface impact. The inlet of the probe is in the calculations

for the latent heat thought to be sticking directly into the moist ground. The

significantly hotter inlet starts evaporating the liquid which results in observa-

tions by the GCMS of increased atmospheric mole fractions of several surface

materials.

Figure 6.1 illustrates all the measured surface materials that showed an increase

in mole fraction after impact, and was measurable by the GCMS. For most of

the surface substances it seems to be a slow evaporation process. This might be

connected to the volatility of the material. Our focus is methane and ethane,
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Figure 6.1: Mole fractions vs time as measured by the Huygens probe GCMS

during descent and after landing. The dashed line indicates the time of impact

with the ground (Niemann et al., 2010).
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Figure 6.2: The impact profile as measured by the accelerometers, show-

ing the soft impact that occurred when the Huygens probe hit the sur-

face. (source: http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/object/index.cfm?

fobjectid=36388)

where ethane again seems to have a slow evaporation that ends after an increase

by a factor of around 8. The behavior of the curve leads to the conclusion that

all of the ethane on the surface in contact with the inlet was not evaporated.

Methane looks more promising as its mole fraction immediately after impact

jumps from 0.058 to 0.078 and stays at that level. This indicates that the inlet

was buried into the ground and evaporated all the methane within its opening.

A closed volume could therefore be contained inside the inlet and that would

make it possible to calculate the amount of methane inside the inlet. This will

then make it possible to find the mass for ethane and nitrogen and extrapolate

it to find the height of the ternary liquid over a certain area. From this, the

latent heat needed to evaporate all of the ternary liquid in a m2 can be derived.
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Figure 6.3: An artist’s impression of what it may have looked like when the

Huygens probe had landed on Titan’s surface. (source: http://sci.esa.int/

science-e/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=47594)

In the calculations below we look at the inlet as a cylinder with a radius of 0.5 cm

and height of 6.48 cm, containing a cylindrical volume of the N2-CH4-C2H6 liq-

uid. In Niemann et al. (2010) the inlet is described as having a diameter of

several millimeter.

The area becomes

A = π · r2, (6.1)

where r is the radius of the inlet. The volume of the cylinder containing the

ternary liquid is simply described by

V = π · r2 · h. (6.2)

The difference in methane mole fraction as indicated by the GCMS, seen in Fig-

ure 6.1, is ∆YCH4
= 0.02. The partial pressure added by the liquid evaporated
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is calculated by multiplying ∆YCH4
with the total pressure of the atmosphere,

Ptot:

PCH4 = ∆YCH4 · Ptot. (6.3)

The ideal gas law is used to find the mass of methane contained in the inlet

PCH4V = nCH4RT =
mCH4

MCH4

RT. (6.4)

Rearranging to get the mass of methane:

mCH4
=
PCH4VMCH4

RT
, (6.5)

where PCH4
is the partial pressure of methane, V is the volume contained inside

the inlet, MCH4 is the molar mass of methane, R is the molar gas constant and

T is the surface temperature of Titan at equatorial regions.

The number of moles of methane, nCH4
, is related to the methane mass through

nCH4
=
mCH4

MCH4

. (6.6)

By taking the fraction between the number of moles of a constituent and the

total number of moles we get the mole fraction in the liquid:

Xi =
ni
ntot

, (6.7)

where Xi is the liquid mole fraction of constituent i, ni is the amount of moles

for i in the liquid and ntot is the total amount of moles in the liquid.

Since the only unknown in Equation 6.7 is ntot, we solve for ntot:

ntot =
ni
Xi
. (6.8)

Implementing Equation 6.8 for the methane case:

ntot =
nCH4

XCH4

. (6.9)

By rearranging Equation 6.8, nC2H6
and nN2

can be found:

nC2H6
= ntot ·XC2H6

(6.10a)

nN2
= ntot ·XN2

. (6.10b)
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Now we utilize Equation 6.6 and solve it for the mass, to get mC2H6
and mN2

mC2H6
= nC2H6

·MC2H6
(6.11a)

mN2 = nN2 ·MN2 . (6.11b)

Combining the masses of the ternary liquid constituents gives

mtot = mN2
+mCH4

+mC2H6
. (6.12)

To get the mass of a constituent of the surface liquid per m2, the mass calculated

for each part is divided by the area where the liquid is being evaporated by the

inlet:

σi =
mi

A
, (6.13)

where σi is the mass per m2 for i, mi is the mass of i and A is the area of the

probe inlet.

The height of the surface is then found by dividing σi by the density of each

constituent from Graves et al. (2008):

hi =
σi
ρi
, (6.14)

where hi is the liquid height of i, ρi is the density of i and σi is the mass per

m2 of i.

The total height of the liquid is found by adding the heights of each of the

constituents:

htot = hN2 + hCH4 + hC2H6 . (6.15)

In accordance with Graves et al. (2008) we find the latent heat of methane and

nitrogen through

Hlat,CH4
= [(10818 − 23.202 · T )/MCH4

] ·mCH4
(6.16a)

Hlat,N2 = [(8679 − 40.702 · T )/MN2 ] ·mN2 , (6.16b)

where T is the surface temperature at the Huygens landing site, MCH4
is the

molar mass of methane, MN2 is the nitrogen molar mass, mCH4 is the mass of

methane in the liquid and mN2
is the mass of nitrogen in the liquid.

Graves et al. (2008) also proposes that the latent heat of ethane is roughly equal
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to the latent heat of ethane at the boiling point:

Hlat,C2H6
= 488.76 · σC2H6

. (6.17)

Combining all of the latent heats for each of the constituents of the ternary

liquid gives:

Hlat = Hlat,N2
+Hlat,CH4

+Hlat,C2H6
. (6.18)

This is the total latent heat of the ternary liquid, an approximation that gives

an idea of how much energy is needed to evaporate the amount of liquid found

at the Huygens landing site per m2.

The total latent heat, the total mass and liquid height of the ternary liquid were

produced for both of the runs made by the equilibrium model. This means that

two different sets of liquid mole fractions were used in the calculations in this

section. The first calculation used the liquid mole fractions at 93.7 K found

in Table 5.1, while the second calculation utilized the liquid mole fractions in

Table 5.2.

Table 6.1: The results for the two calculations made for Hlat, htot and mtot,

based on the different liquid mole fractions produced by the equilibrium model

runs.

First run Second run (γN2
= 1.3)

Hlat 5837.060579 Wm−2 6652.835888 Wm−2

h 0.02307049824 mm 0.02409737 mm

mtot 0.0010870326 g 0.0011032683 g
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

Liquid ethane and methane was found on the surface of Titan at equatorial

regions by the Huygens probe (Lorenz et al., 2006). Possible explanations for

this include precipitation and diffusion from an underground source of liquid. In

this work neither of these possibilities were investigated. Instead the focus was

on the scenario that because of the probes morning landing, dew might have

formed overnight and might still have been present when the probe impacted

the surface.

Graves et al. (2008) showed that a ternary liquid of N2-CH4-C2H6 can be in

equilibrium with the atmosphere on Titan, with ethane acting to stabilize the

liquid. It was also suggested in Graves et al. (2008) that a significant relative

humidity of ethane in the troposphere would keep the ethane from evaporating.

The value used in Graves et al. (2008) for the calculations of a stable drop

was a relative humidity for ethane of 50%. From the runs by the equilibrium

model, ethane was found to be supersaturated at the surface temperature of

Titan’s equatorial regions. This is well above the criteria given by Graves et al.

(2008). The relative humidity values of methane and nitrogen from the equi-

librium model coincide well with the values calculated by Graves et al. (2008),

and since a combination of the three constituents result in a relative humidity

larger than unity, the N2-CH4-C2H6 liquid can be stable on Titan.

The forming of dew on Titan’s surface seems very unlikely. Results from
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Williams’ model suggests that a liquid on Titan would not evaporate. The

total latent heat-loss over a day on Titan at the surface of the Huygens landing

site over a m2 is roughly 100 times less than what is needed to evaporate all

the liquid in a m2 on Titan. The Dew model even shows an annual net gain of

latent heat of a liquid at the surface. Meaning that over time liquid is condens-

ing onto the surface of Titan. If the liquid is not removed somehow, perhaps

by seeping down through the ground, the surface will continue to accumulate

liquid and over time a larger liquid reservoir will come to exist on Titan than

today. Important to note is, however, that the net gain annually and diurnally

is small and can possibly be the effect of the approximate nature of the Dew

model.

From the results of the equilibrium model it is found that a liquid film on Titan

would have a very small height, smaller than the drop sizes suggested by Graves

et al. (2008) to reach the surface. This means that a liquid film on the surface

is not observable. The ground would therefore resemble a damp sand rather

than a wet sand.

A further source of concern is the validity of the formulas described in Thomp-

son (1985) utilized to attain the activity coefficients of the ternary liquid. The

sparsity of data Thompson (1985) based his work on makes it only a reasonable

approximation. To get a better grip of how to attain liquid mole fractions in

a ternary liquid on Titan, more experimental data is needed. The large activ-

ity coefficient of nitrogen in Figure 5.1 might be caused by inadequacies in the

formulas used for constructing the equilibrium model. However, the presence

of large activity coefficients cannot be discarded. When the equilibrium model

was run with a perhaps more reasonable activity coefficient for nitrogen, the re-

sults did not differ remarkably from the ”free” γN2
-case. The change of activity

coefficient did not alter the conclusions drawn from the first run.

Having the whole atmosphere to be in saturated equilibrium with the surface

is not a likely scenario. Large regions might be out of saturation, as on Earth.

This approximation is, however, needed, and more data would aid our under-
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standing of the atmosphere on Titan.

Reasonable confidence can still be put in the liquid mole fractions produced by

the equilibrium model, as they seem to be in the region of earlier Titan work.

The latent heat calculations are solid, though the assumptions made from in-

terpretation of data from Niemann et al. (2010) might be flawed. All of the

surface methane might not have been evaporated, but the large jump in mole

fraction between the measurements before and after impact indicates a rapid

evaporation of methane. The methane level is then held constant, indicating

that no more methane was evaporated after the initial burst, probably due to

the absence of a liquid.

A possibility is that the probe inlet was only partially buried into the surface

of Titan. This would result in only a fraction of the methane on the surface

being evaporated and the calculations in this work being a grave underestimate

of the surface liquid amounts. That would however just further disprove the

presence of dew on Titan, as even more energy would be required to evaporate

the surface liquid.

Possibly the probe landed in one of very few puddles at the equatorial regions.

This is an unlikely scenario since no puddles are seen in the images of the sur-

face.

It is important to note that a small difference in temperature around 93.7 K on

Titan changes the composition of the liquid on the surface significantly. This

means that the sensitive system will change severely over time as the Sun gets

warmer.

In conclusion, a dew on Titan, as the source of the wet ground found by the

Huygens probe, is not possible. This, because the liquid existing at Titan’s

equatorial regions can not be fully evaporated diurnally.
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Chapter 8

Future Work

Continued Earth-based monitoring of Titan is imperative in aiding our knowl-

edge of the satellite. In situ measurements would provide redundancy to the

known data and would open up the possibility of comparison between the dif-

ferent data-sets. If a new mission to Titan were to be implemented a lander or

rover is needed, as the thick haze around Titan is difficult to peak through. Per-

haps the lake regions in the north would be the most interesting for a mission,

as these regions might be more active in a climate sense and liquid is known to

exist there. A mission to the lake regions would greatly improve the knowledge

of Titan and could provide in situ measurements of the liquid composition of the

lakes and the humidity in the air. There might even be discovered methageneous

life in the lakes!
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